Pulsed laser ablation (266nm) was used to generate glass particles from two sets of standard reference materials using femtosecond (150fs) and nanosecond (4ns) laser pulses with identical fluences of 50 J cm -2 . Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the collected particles revealed that there are more and larger agglomerations of particles produced by nanosecond laser ablation.
Introduction
Laser ablation processes depend on many parameters which can be grouped by the source. For example, parameters associated to the laser (wavelength, energy, pulse length, spot size, etc.), the environment surrounding the sample (cell design, gas 2 composition, pressure, etc), and the material properties (absorptivity, thermal diffusivity, etc.) are also relevant [1;2]. The total number of parameters that can affect the overall ablation process is too large to be evaluated all at once. Therefore, maintaining some of these parameters fixed is the more efficient way to study their influence on the overall process. For this study, we used the same conditions (table 1) as a previous study on metal particles produced by nanosecond and femtosecond laser ablation, in which the only varied condition was the pulse length.
The present study is focused on glass particles produced from ablation of two series of glass standard reference materials and their characterization by measuring particle size distributions, crater volumes, crater profiles, and establishing correlations with ICP-MS performance. The study of these glass samples is of interest due to their relevance in fields like geochemistry, forensic science, etc; fields in which samples with similar properties (optical absorptivity, thermal diffusivity, etc) are found.
In general, the first step of the ablation process involves the absorption of the laser energy by the sample, followed by the diffusion of the absorbed energy into the sample. After a portion of the laser energy is absorbed, the time to transfer that energy to the sample lattice and to start the removal of the material is approximately 10 ps [3;4] . When this energy is delivered on the nanosecond time scale, the transfer time is sufficient to thermally dissipate that energy into the lattice (glass or metals), as opposed to femtosecond laser pulses. For laser pulses with nanosecond duration, the thermal diffusion of the energy will cause a larger heat affected zone compared to femtosecond laser pulses [5] . This effect will be more pronounced in metals than in glasses due to their higher thermal diffusivity. However, glass samples possess lower absorptivity (higher 3 penetration depth) compared to metal samples. Therefore, the energy density experienced by the glass sample during the interaction is smaller than the energy density experienced by metals. The combination of the appropriate conditions (i.e. pulse length and wavelength) which influence these two processes (light absorption and thermal diffusion) can be optimized to improve ablation efficiency.
Experimental
The experimental system was described in detail elsewhere [6] ; in short it included a hybrid femtosecond laser system (150fs), and a Nd:YAG nanosecond (4 ns) laser. An ICP-MS was used to chemically analyze the ablated mass and a DMA (Differential Mobility Analyzer) was used for particle size measurements. The glass samples used in this study were a series of standard reference materials from the National Institute of Standard and Technologies (NIST) and X-ray fluorescence (XRF) monitor samples from Glen Spectra. Table 2 shows the matrix composition for these standards.
Results and discussion

Particle size measurements
As in a previous report [6] for metals particles, the number density, particle diameter and span were used to describe the particle size distributions functions.
Throughout these experiments, each sample was ablated at six different surface locations, which resulted in six particle size distribution measurements. The average of these six particle size measurements was calculated and is presented in figure 1 (NIST standards), and figure 2 (XRF standards). The error bars represent the standard deviation of this average.
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Number density: Significant differences in normalized number concentration, (dN/dlogDp) of particles (figures 1a and 2a) was measured in the 10-400 nm range when using femtosecond compared to nanosecond laser ablation. The larger number concentration particles from nanosecond laser ablation originate from a higher ablation rate (more mass per pulse) figure 3. Figures 1b and 2b, show the particle size distributions normalized to the maximum value. In these two figures, it can be observe that: the closeness of the distributions within a standard series, and the smaller standard deviation between the six repetitions (more reproducible), when using femtosecond laser pulsed ablation compared to nanosecond laser pulsed ablation.
To evaluate if the larger number density of particles observed for nanosecond laser ablation were due to higher ablation rate, three different approaches to determine the volume was used. The first approach consisted of direct measurement of the volume with the white light intereferometric microscope (Zygo, New View 200). Figure 3 shows the crater profiles produced by ns-and fs-laser pulses on NIST 610. These profiles showed that the nanosecond crater is deeper than the femtosecond crater and there was no mass deposited around the craters (no rim formed) as opposed to the case of metals. The net volume ratio (fs/ns) of these craters sections shows that fs-laser ablation produces 0.50 times less ablated volume compared to nanosecond pulsed ablation (table 3) . These data support the premise that the larger number density of particles measured using the DMA system for nanosecond laser ablation is associated with the larger amount of mass ablated from the sample.
The second approach used to determine the volume of mass ablated per second involved the calculation using a prism volume equation (as in previous paper [6] ). The 5 data obtained from this approach are presented in table 4. These data reveals that 875 μm 3 /sec and 1625 μm 3 /sec were ablated by the femtosecond laser and nanosecond laser, respectively. Thus the fs/ns ratio of calculated volume per second was 0.5 as it was from the volume net ratio.
The last approach used to verify fs/ns volume ratios was the use of the number concentration of particles normalized by volume obtained from the DMA. In this case, the DMA number concentration of particles per second reveals that 1598 μm 3 /sec and 3197 μm 3 /sec were ablated by the femtosecond laser and nanosecond laser, respectively.
This approach also leads to the fs/ns ratio of 0.5, table 3.
The breadth of the distributions in term of particle size (Span) was not calculated due to break in the distribution after 380nm for both lasers, due to measurements limitations of the DMA system.
Particle diameter: The mode of the particle diameter for the NIST glasses (610-616) was ~150 nm and ~200 nm for ns and fs pulses, respectively, and 160 and 180 nm for XRF monitor samples. These data show that nanosecond laser ablation produced slightly smaller particles than femtosecond laser ablation, as was the case of metals (previous paper [6] ). The next step was the characterization of particles by means of scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The characterization was carry out to investigate if the difference obtained with the DMA data, showing that the nanosecond pulsed laser produces smaller particles than the femtosecond pulsed laser in the measured range, is due to primary particle size or due to differences in the agglomeration of particles. For SEM measurements, NIST 610 was ablated using the same conditions as above; the ablated mass was collected on clean silicon substrates, figure 4. Particles were collected 6 at the exit of the ablation chamber after a distance of 1 meter of tubing (normal input to the ICP-MS). The particle collection time for both nanosecond and femtosecond ablation was the same (480sec)
Figures 4a-d(ns) and 4e-h(fs) show the SEM images of the mass collected from nanosecond and femtosecond laser ablation. Considering that experimental conditions were the same for both lasers and the mass was collected in the same fashion, there is evidence that there are more and larger agglomerates of particles produced by the nanosecond laser compare to the femtosecond laser. However, the primary size of particles does not appear to be significantly different between these two cases, figures 4d-ns and 4h-fs. In these figures, it is also observed almost exclusively spherical primary particles fro both lasers.
From the ICP point of view, transport efficiency of the large agglomerates could influence the ICP-MS performance in term of precision and accuracy. Considering the case in which the transport of large agglomerates is inefficient due to settling in the chamber or transport tubing, nanosecond laser ablation could generate a lower response compared to femtosecond laser ablation, even though more mass is being ablated. On the other hand, if we consider the case in which these large agglomerations of particles reaches the ICP, there is a strong probability that they will not be completely digested by the plasma; even if they are composed of small primary particles, affecting accuracy due to fractionation and generating spikes in the signal affecting the precision. The ICP-MS response for the matrix element 29 Si supports these two premises (figure 5); the femtosecond pulsed laser ablation produces a signal which intensity is 4 times greater 7 than the nanosecond pulsed laser ablation case, with fewer spikes in the transient signal (TRSD of 7% and 3.5% for nanosecond and femtosecond pulses, respectively).
The mechanisms of soft-agglomerates of different sizes for ns and fs-laser ablation are not understood. Nevertheless, similarities between the primary particle size and morphology from these two lasers suggest that it is unlikely that the observed behavior is due to the laser-material interaction, but rather a post-ablation effect. The nature of these soft-agglomerates, which are assemblies of primary particles held together by weak van der Waals forces [7;8] , indicated that they are produced from collision between the solid particles after they are formed. The rate of the collision between primary particles could be affected by increasing the number of particles (more mass as in the nanosecond case), by increasing the collision time (longer plasma cooling time), or by changes in the dynamic expansion patterns of these particles [9] .
It has been reported that for particle formation using flame aerosol reactors, the formation of soft-agglomerates starts when particles reach a zone of lower temperature and sintering of primary particles effectively stops [10] . Collision between these primary particles in the region of low temperature leads to the formation of soft-agglomerates.
Therefore, increasing or decreasing the time that these primary particles spend in this region (by changing flow rate, flame size, etc) will affect the final size of the softagglomerates [8;10-12] . As parallelism to laser ablation is possible to speculate that the larger size of soft-agglomerates when comparing nanosecond laser ablation to femtosecond laser ablation, could be due to the larger amount of mass ablated by the nanosecond laser, and/or by changes in the dynamic expansion patterns of these particles [9] .
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The ablation behavior, in terms of particle size, crater depth, heat affected zone, and ICP-MS response, of these glasses was completely different from the ablation behavior of metals when comparing nanosecond vs femtosecond lasers. However, it is notable that the ratio of the integrated signal intensity to volume net (table 3) as a measure of the overall improved efficiency is 8 times more efficient for femtosecond compared to nanosecond laser ablation as was the case for the metal samples in which it was shown that there is an improvement of 10, 2.5, and 1.7 times for pure Zn, NIST 627, and NIST 1711, respectively.
Among the differences in the ablation behavior between glass and metal samples are that: glass particles are larger than metal particles, the craters in glass are less deep than craters in metal, and damage (rim formation, debris surrounding the ablated area, etc.) to the sample is less pronounced in glass samples. However, when comparing ns to fs-laser ablation the differences of: particle size, ablated volume, and heat affected zone are much greater for metals than for glasses. For glasses it is notable, in particular, that the rim surrounding the crater is absent, even for nanosecond laser ablation. In general, metal samples could dissipate the energy deeper into the lattice due to their higher thermal diffusivity (a) compared to SiO 2 , which is the main component of the glass samples used in this study. Table 5 shows a rough estimation of the diffusion length
, where L is the diffusion length, a is the thermal diffusivity, and τ is the pulse length. As can be seem, metals possess higher diffusion length compared to SiO 2 .
Therefore, a larger volume of the metal is thermally affected compared to glass samples when ablated with nanosecond laser pulses.
Summary
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The particles produced from nanosecond and femtosecond laser ablation of glass samples showed similar primary sizes and morphology. However, SEM images showed that soft-agglomerates of particles after nanosecond laser ablation are more numerous and larger compared with those from femtosecond laser ablation. This observation could be the result of a larger amount of mass (higher number of particles /cm 3 ) being ablated with nanosecond laser ablation which will increase the number of collision between primary particles, and/or by changes in the dynamic expansion patterns of these particles, as shown in reference [9] .
Moreover, even though the nanosecond laser ablated a larger amount of mass the femtosecond laser still produced a higher transient ICP-MS signal (~4 times) and fewer spikes (TRSD of 7% and 3.5% for nanosecond and femtosecond pulses, respectively), most likely due to settling of the larger agglomerates during transport and/or the inefficient digestion of the larger agglomerates (ns-laser) by the ICP.
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